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Office types and their environmental features influence performance and job 

satisfaction. Yet employees’ opinions are seldom considered when choosing office 

type. This paper suggests a method that investigates employees’ office type 

preferences and motives behind the preferences. The method proved to be quick 

and simple and provided a flow of current to preferred office type. A majority 

preferred the quiet cell office for its privacy while the open office was considered 

having a noisy and distracting environment and lack of privacy. These factors 

should be prioritized when planning work environments.   
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1. Introduction 
Office workers’ performance is influenced by office types (Been & Beijer, 2014; Seddigh et al., 

2014) and their environmental features (Sundström et al., 1980; Fadeyi & Taha, 2012). For 

example, studies report that office noise impair concentration (Banbury & Berry, 2005)  and 

speech intelligibility decreases cognitive performance in common office tasks (Liebl et al., 

2012; Jahncke et al, 2013). Also, self-perceived efficiency and accuracy vary in different office 

layouts (Danielsson & Bodin, 2008). Open-plan offices are said to create flexible space for 

organization and layout restructuring, and saves costs in terms of maintenance. Also positive 

effects of open-plan offices include better interaction, feedback and social relations (Brennan et 

al., 2002; Kaarlela-Tuomaala et al., 2009). However, according to Kim & Dear (2013), these 

effects are small in comparison to the negative effects of decreased privacy and noise level. To 

overcome these negative effects, while still saving costs, flexible offices, including activity-

based workplaces (ABW) have been introduced (Van der Voordt, 2004) and are increasing in 

numbers in Sweden. Yet Seddigh (2015) concludes that flexible offices are more similar to 

open-plan offices than to cell offices regarding how they affect their employees.  

Moreover office workers’ performance is influenced by job satisfaction (Danielsson & 

Bodin, 2008; World Green Buildning Council (n.y.), and the physical environment is an 

important contributor to job satisfaction (Brill & Weidemann, 2001). 

 However, despite these facts environmental features and employees’ opinions are 

seldom considered when contracts are made (Kaarlela-Tuomaala et al., 2009). When choosing 

office layout, a valuable source of information is the employees’ preferences and motives for 

these preferences as employees have different work environment needs in order to be productive 

and satisfied. An incentive to overcome this omission is to launch a user-friendly method, 

possible to use by companies before making office type selection. Besides describing this newly 

developed method, the aim of this paper is to evaluate an explorative cross-sectional study that 

maps office workers’ preferences and complaints concerning office types. 

 

2. Method 
2.1. Participant 
The study was conducted with 72 participants during a round table seminar at a work 

environment fair in Sweden. Approximately 40 % were safety representatives, 10 % worked in 



Figure 1. An example of participants answering a question by raising 

coloured post-it notes. 
management and human resources, 20 % 

were occupational health services 

personnel and 30 % had other mixed 

backgrounds.  

 

2.2. Procedure 
First, the following question was posed; 

“What type of office do you occupy 

today?” The participants raised post-it 

notes with the colour representing their 

choice (Fig. 1). The results were 

documented through photographs from 

rear and front angles. The procedure was repeated with the question “Which office type would 

you like to occupy?” Secondly, the participants noted on the first post-it note three aspects they 

disliked about the work environment in their present office type and, lastly, they noted three 

reasons for their preferred office type.  

 

2.3. Data Analysis 
The post-it notes were counted by current office type and office type preference. Further, the 

written comments on environmental features were divided by office type and categorized 

according to a combined model of de Croon’s conceptual model on office concepts and work 

conditions (2005), World Green Building Council’s flow chart on health, wellbeing and 

productivity (World Green Building Council, n.y. ) and Sundstrom & Sundstroms’ (1986) 

physical environment model as a component of job satisfaction.  Comments representing more 

than one category were duplicated. The categorization of comments was discussed with five 

researchers from an ergonomics department to validate the results. Finally, the number of 

comments was divided by the number of participants from that office type in order to make a 

statistical comparison.  

 

3. Results 
The method took approximately10 minutes to complete for the four questions, and eight 

photographs were taken as documentation. When the post-it notes were elevated the participants 

saw each other’s responses. The simultaneous elevation hindered peer influence in changing 

post-it note response. The method generated 57 complete answers. Reasons for participants not 

responding were that some did not raise any post-it notes or declined writing down answers. 

The participants’ present distribution between office types is shown in Figure 2. As seen 

in Figure 3 and Figure 4, cell offices followed by activity based workplaces (ABW)/flex offices, 

are the most popular office types. The majority of cell office workers wanted to remain in cell 

offices while the majority of shared room and open office workers wanted to move to other 

office types. Only one participant wanted to remain in the open-plan offices and no-one wanted 

to move to this office type. Instead most participants (3/4) preferred cell offices and 1/6 

preferred ABW/flex offices. As can be seen in Figure 5 the majority of the present open-plan 

office workers would prefer cell offices.  

The groups of participants currently occupying cell offices and open-plan offices were 

large enough in order to compare their comments (Fig. 6). The results indicate that open-plan 

office workers complain about noise and distractions to a higher extent than cell office workers. 

Most open-plan office workers complained about lack of auditory privacy; being disturbed and 

difficulties to concentrate due to distractions and coworkers’ discussions. Many also 

complained about acoustics, i.e. high sound level although not specifying source. Some also 

complained about too much communication, as being disrupted by questions. Other types of 

privacy, such as being unable to have private conversations, were also commented on. Although 

cell office workers also complained about acoustics, mainly concerning external sources outside 

the room, they in contrast complained about physical factors such as indoor air quality, thermal 



 
Figure 2. Participants’ current office type. Figure 3. Participants preferring present office (coloured) 

and those wishing to move to another office type (striped). 

 

Figure 4. Preferred office type, divided into participants 

currently occupying the preference (coloured) and 

participants wishing to move to preference (blank).  

Figure 5. Tracking of participants’ current office type into 

their preferred office type. 

Figure 6. Percentage of cell and open-plan office workers’ complaining about environmental features in their current office type.  

 



comfort and furniture/equipment.  

Moving on from complaints, cell offices were preferred because of the calm and quiet 

environment providing few distractions, disruptions and good concentration opportunities, and 

enabling private conversations. 

 

4. Discussion 
Although the same information could be collected through a questionnaire, this method gives 

instant feedback when elevating the post-it-notes in the air. Since the participants can see each 

other’s choices the inquiry becomes more interesting and they seemed to enjoy it. Instant 

feedback could, however, be obtained through an audience response systems, so-called 

“Clickers”; a system where each participant answers multiple-choice questions through 

handheld transmitter and the results are instantly displayed in a computer/large screen (Bruff, 

2009). Nevertheless this system demands obtaining the transmitters and does not allow open-

ended questions. Thus our method can be considered both efficient and effective as it requires 

no advanced tools, only 10 minutes of workers’ time and results in both statistics and subjective 

reasoning. However it should be noted that interpretation errors could occur of the subjective 

reasoning as brief comments on post-it-notes may not be self-explanatory enough. Also there 

could possibly be practical difficulties in getting the participants to elevate and face the post-it-

notes towards the camera simultaneously. This could partly be overcome by more diligent 

photographing. Taking pictures from two angles, as done in this case, increases precision in 

counting responses. 

As a method used for mapping office type preference it provides feedback on possible 

improvements in the current environment and feedforward on preferred environmental features 

in a future office. These improvements most likely affect job satisfaction and thereby also 

productivity. Although the data might deal with preconceptions with office types, as everyone 

has not experienced all different types, the noted comments explain the underlying reasoning for 

the preference. These extra comments explain the employees’ perceived environmental needs in 

order to thrive at their workplace and could thus be used as a base if the organization cannot, for 

some reason, chose the employees’ preferred office type. In such a case the method should be 

complemented with observations or other methods for more objective data, and mapping of 

work tasks.   

Recommendations for further investigation are larger sample sizes, especially office 

workers that are currently occupying ABW and shared offices. The small sample size in this 

study allows only limited conclusions.  

The cell office was appreciated for its calm and quiet environment and complaints mainly 

concerned external sources of noise and physical factors such as indoor air quality, thermal 

comfort and furniture equipment. The open-plan office had only one participant arguing its 

advantages, thus no conclusions could be drawn. However drawbacks could be collected and 

mainly concerned auditory privacy i.e. noise and distraction, acoustics, too much 

communication and other types of privacy. The fact that open-plan office workers in this study 

want to leave their current office type indicates that noise and audial distractions have higher 

negative impact on office workers than other environmental features. The fact that only one 

participant wanted to remain in the open-plan office indicates that the negative aspects of open-

plan offices drowns the positive aspects. This is in accordance with Kim and Dear’s (2013) 

conclusion. However this individual participant’s dissimilar preference may be due to his work 

tasks. Seddigh et al. (2014) concluded that employees with concentration demanding tasks are 

more disturbed in all office types except cell offices. Possibly, many employees mainly work 

with concentration demanding tasks thus want a distraction free environment.  

While the cell office provides work conditions that facilitate concentration, open office 

workers must, due to the open office conditions, increase their effort in order to perform their 

tasks efficiently. Thus it is perhaps not possible to expect unchanged or improved work 

performance when moving employees to open-plan offices if they mainly work with 



concentration demanding tasks. It is therefore important to also investigate work tasks when 

choosing office type. 

 

4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, a quick and simple method capturing employees preferences regarding office 

type and environmental features is proposed. It presents immediate feedback to both employees 

and management, useful for making improvements in current work environments and in 

planning new facilities. 

The study indicates that the cell office and the open-plan office are the most versus the 

least preferred office types.  One reason is that the former provides privacy, especially auditory 

privacy, while the latter does not. Thus, noise prevention and auditory privacy need higher 

priority when choosing office type, especially for concentration demanding work tasks. 
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